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edunite™ covers all the important education processes of a modern education
organisation scalable from an individual school, school associations to education departments. From quality development through finances to learning objectives or the classical processes of report generation. edunite™ offers among
other things the most up-to-date compentency management. Its uniqueness
lies in the comprehensive integration of all partners involved in education, from
pupils, parents, teachers and commercial enterprises through to government
departments for culture and education.

edunite™

Because now my child’s educational progress is more transparent!

Because as a pupil I can now see and understand my progress!

Because it makes my teaching work more effective!

Because as entrepreneurs we support the young talent we need for the future!
Because as aheadteacher I can focus on the real issues!
Because as a school governor I can save money!
Because as an education minister I can base politics on facts!
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To our common goal
With the release of edunite™3.2 ascaion offers by far the most modern education management
solution.
The first secure education cloud covers all school matters from primary through to degree level.
Entire countries, states, municipalities or private companies can centrally administer all the schools
within their organisation using this backbone system without restricting the independence or characteristics of the individual school or curtailing its requirements.
With edunite™ it is possible to enable all education partners to collaborate seamlessly on the same
system. Teachers, pupils and parents right through to culture and education ministries.

Mobile, secure and functional

Teachers, pupils and parents are provided with all necessary information, processes and means of communication in one place thanks to the highly secure
edunite™ web solution. This concept enables continual active competency development in the direct
context of daily school life. Individual support and
also the involvement of all parties involved in a
common goal results in transparent progress. This is
mobile, secure and functional.

Management information:
Sustainable school development can only take place
over time based on comparable information. Many
unnecessary disputes and assumptions in the context
of education can be avoided with competent procedures and the most important and pressing issues
can be focused on based on facts. This promotes trust
in the teaching staff and with the parents. Trust is an
important quality in education.

Informed and integrated
With the products of our partner netSchool, the
largest provider of electronic whiteboards, we visualise necessary information from edunite™ directly
in classrooms, recreation areas or entrance halls. An
alarm organisation for fire and emergency can also
be easily integrated. All integrated from our one-stop
shop.
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